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Abstract

In order to reduce message flows of traditional anony-
mous authentication schemes, a new kind of delegation-
based scheme is proposed for wireless roaming networks.
By making use of a proxy signature, the new scheme re-
quires only a user and a visited server to participate in
the authentication process, without the real-time partici-
pation of user’s home server. Therefore, the new scheme
needs less message flows than traditional schemes. In an
instantiation of the new scheme, elliptic-curve cryptog-
raphy (ECC) is used to keep efficiency, and the mobile
station needs only 3.25 elliptic curve scalar multiplication
(ECSM) operations, which are 5.5ECSM and 3Pairing less
than the scheme based on group signature. The compar-
ison shows that, though the unlinkability of our scheme
is weaker, the computation load is much lower. So our
scheme is efficient and practical.
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1 Introduction

In wireless roaming networks, when a mobile station (MS)
authenticates itself to a visited location register (VLR),
the identity (ID) of MS is often valuable and must be
protected. Because MS registers to its home location reg-
ister (HLR), VLR often needs to communicate with HLR
to authenticate MS, and MS also needs HLR to authen-
ticate VLR.

The authentication process of most existing anony-
mous authentication protocols involves three parties in-
cluding MS, VLR and HLR. According to the needed com-
putational operations in MS, these traditional protocols

are often divided into three types: (1) non-encryption
based type that needs no cryptographic operations in
MS [3, 22]; (2) secret-key based type that needs sym-
metric encryption operations in MS [9, 26]; (3) public-key
based type that needs asymmetric encryption operations
in MS [1, 6, 7, 10, 15, 25]. The first type often uses one-
way hash functions and exclusive-OR operations to reduce
the computation cost in MS, but it requires too many
message flows (eight flows in [3]). The second type is a
common type, but it cannot solve the non-repudiation and
key management problems. The third type is a hotspot
recently because it can provide non-repudiation and key
management service, but it is computationally expensive
even though hardware prices have fallen a lot. Besides,
all three types need the real-time participation of HLR
and require at least four message flows. It is well known
that the bandwidth of wireless networks is limited, and
VLR is often far from HLR, so the involvement of HLR
often makes the communication time too long to bear.

Therefore, it is necessary to design authentication pro-
tocols involving only MS and VLR. Protocols based on
group signatures [17, 24] or ring signatures [23] (actually
a ring signature is a simplified group signature) can meet
the requirement. In this kind of scheme, HLR is consid-
ered as the group manager of a group signature system
and MS as a member of the group; when MS roams to
VLR, MS signs messages on behalf of the group without
showing its ID; by verifying the group signature, VLR
is sure that MS is one valid user of HLR. Though this
kind of scheme often needs only three message flows, it
is still not practical for realistic applications because it is
complex for MS to generate a group signature.

This paper proposes a new kind of delegation-based
scheme which not only meets the requirement but also
has good performance. The rest of this paper is orga-
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nized as follows. Section 2 reviews some existing work on
proxy signature. Section 3 introduces the system model
of the new scheme. Section 4 gives two examples to in-
stantiate the scheme. Finally, we analyze and conclude it
in Sections 5 and 6.

2 Related Work

Mambo [16] gives a definition of proxy signature as follow.

Definition 1. A proxy signature is a signature that is
generated by a proxy signer on behalf of the original
signer. It is often used in the following scenario: a man-
ager delegates his/her signature authority to his/her trust-
worthy assistant in advance; when he/she is too far away
to sign a document, the assistant has the power to sign it
on behalf of the manager. It includes three types of del-
egation: full delegation; partial delegation; delegation by
warrant.

Proxy signatures were used to construct traditional
anonymous authentication protocols involving three par-
ties [2, 4, 5, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 19, 20, 21]. In 2005, Lee and
Yeh [12] proposed an anonymous authentication protocol
based on partial delegation for wireless communication
system. Their protocol adopted the public-key system
to achieve the security requirements and employed off-
line authentication process to save authentication time.
But Lee and Chang [11] showed that it could not achieve
non-repudiation in off-line authentication process. They
presented an improved protocol which not only avoided
the weakness but also reduced the computation cost. In
2008, Tang et al. [19] proposed an efficient anonymous
authentication protocol based on delegation by warrant
for wireless networks. The protocol uses elliptic-curve
cryptography (ECC) to ensure safety and efficiency. But
in 2014, Kumar et al. [8] demonstrated that Tang-Wu’s
scheme did not achieve the user unlinkability. They then
proposed a robust authentication model utilizing the bio-
metric to get unlinkability.

The authentication process of the above protocols can
be summarized as follows. First HLR authorizes MS the
power to sign; when MS roams to VLR, MS computes a
valid proxy signature without showing its real ID; then
VLR verifies the legality of MS based on the public key of
HLR; finally HLR authenticates VLR and generates a ses-
sion key for MS and VLR. Just as mentioned above, the
real-time participation of HLR results in many message
flows: five flows are needed in [5], six flows are needed
in [12, 11] and four flows are needed in [19, 8]. Actu-
ally HLR is removable with two reasons. Firstly, MS can
also authenticate VLR by verifying the signature of VLR.
Secondly, according to [24], the session key should be only
known to MS and VLR, and should be derived from con-
tributions of both of them; in particular, HLR should not
generate it for them. So it is feasible and necessary to
change these protocols to the scheme involving only MS
and VLR.

3 System Model

Our new scheme is described as follows. first HLR dele-
gates his signature authority to MS in advance; when MS
roams to VLR, VLR computes an ordinary signature and
sends it to MS; then MS authenticates VLR by verifying
the signature; finally MS computes a valid proxy signa-
ture without showing its real ID and VLR authenticates
MS based on the public key of HLR. During the authen-
tication, a session key is derived from MS and VLR.

Our scheme is composed of three parts: Initialization,
delegation, and authentication.

1) Initialization: Let IDM , IDV and IDH be ID of MS,
VLR and HLR respectively; Sig() and V erify() be
the signing and verifying algorithms of an ordinary
signature scheme such as digital signature algorithm
(DSA); PSig() and PV erify() be signing and veri-
fying algorithms of a proxy signature scheme respec-
tively. VLR has a private/public key pair (xV , yV ).

2) Delegation: HLR generates a pseudonym alias and a
proxy signing key xp for MS. The proxy verifying key
yp, which is often HLR’s public key, is put in public
by HLR.

3) Authentication: When MS roams to VLR, the au-
thentication process between MS and VLR is in Fig-
ure 1.

It is illustrated as follows.

1) MS sends alias to VLR.

2) VLR generates an ordinary signature σv on message
mv, and sends (mv, σv, IDv) to MS.

3) MS verifies σv with VLR’s public key yv. If the sig-
nature is valid, MS computes a proxy signature σM
on message mM , and then sends (mM , σM , IDH) to
VLR. Otherwise, it rejects the connection.

4) VLR verifies σM with yp. If the signature is valid,
it accepts the connection. Otherwise, it rejects the
connection. During the authentication, a session key
is derived from mM and mv.

4 Two Examples

4.1 An Example Based on Partial Dele-
gation

Lee and Chang’s protocol [11] includes on-line and off-line
authentication processes. It uses a backward hash chain
to ensure the security, but it still has some weaknesses.

4.1.1 Review of Lee and Chang’s Protocol

Figure 2 is the protocol of Lee and Chang. The protocol
is illustrated as follows.
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Figure 1: The authentication process of our model

1) Initialization: Let Z∗p be a group of large prime order
p, g be a generator of it, and q be a prime factor
of p − 1; KHV be a shared key between HLR and
VLR; (x, v) be a private/public key pair of HLR, with
x a random number and v = gx mod p; [M ]K be
the encryption of M using a symmetric key K; h()
be a one-way hash function; || be a concatenation
operator.

2) Delegation: First HLR generates a random number
k and computes σ = x + kK mod q as MS’s proxy
signing key and K = gk mod p as MS’s pseudonym.
Then HLR stores (σ,K) in its database and gives
them to MS simultaneously.

3) On-Line Authentication:

a. MS selects a random number n, pre-computes
h(i)(n1), h(2)(n1), · · · , h(n+1)(n1) with
h(i)(n1) = h(n1) and h(i+1)(n1) = h(h(i)(n1))
for i = 1, 2, · · · , n. It then sends K to VLR.

b. VLR selects a random number n2 and sends
(n2, IDv) to MS.

c. MS selects a random number t, sets N1 =
h(n+1)(n1), and then computes r = gt mod
p and s = σh(N1||n2||IDv) + tr mod q
as the proxy signature. It then sends
(r, s,K,N1, IDH , IDv) to VLR.

d. VLR verifies the signature by checking gs =
(vKK)h(N1||n2||IDv)rr mod p. If the equation
holds, VLR sends ([N1||n2||K]KHV

, IDH , IDv)
to HLR. Otherwise, VLR rejects the connection.

e. HLR decrypts [N1||n2||K]KHV
and gets K.

It then gets σ from its database and selects
a random number n3 to compute a session
key C1 = h(N1||n2||n3||σ) for VLR and
MS. Finally HLR sets l = N1 and sends
([[N1, n3, IDv]σ||n2||l||C1]KHV

, IDH , IDv) to
VLR.

f. VLR gets [N1, n3, IDv]σ||n2||l||C1, checks
(n2, l), and accepts C1 as the session key. Then
VLR sends ([N1, n3, IDv]σ, IDv) to MS.

g. MS decrypts [N1, n3, IDv]σ, checksN1 and com-
putes the session key C1.

4) ith Off-Line Authentication:

a. MS computes [h(n−i+1)(n1)]C1
and sends it to

VLR for i = 1, 2, · · · , n.

b. VLR checks h(h(n−i+1)(n1)) = l, sets l =
h(n−i+1)(n1) and computes the session key
Ci+1 = h(l, Ci). It then updates i = i + 1 and
checks i ≤ n.

4.1.2 Analysis of the Protocol

The protocol is not efficient because it needs six message
flows in on-line authentication process. It is also not se-
cure because HLR knows the session key between VLR
and MS.

4.1.3 Improved Protocol

Figure 3 is the improved protocol which is based on our
model and is illustrated as follows.

1) Initialization: The same as original protocol. Be-
sides, VLR has a key pair (xv, yv) of DSA.

2) Delegation: The same as original protocol.

3) On-Line Authentication:

a. MS selects a random number n1, pre-computes
h(i)(n1), h(2)(n1), · · · , h(n+1)(n1) with
h(i)(n1) = h(n1) and h(i+1)(n1) = h(h(i)(n1))
for i = 1, 2, · · · , n. It then sends K to VLR.

b. VLR selects a random number tv and computes
n2 = gtv mod p. Then VLR computes a DSA
signature σv on n2||IDv and sends (n2, σv, IDv)
to MS.

c. MS verifies σv, selects a random number t and
sets N1 = h(n+1)(n1). It then computes r =
gt mod p and s = σh(N1||n2||IDv) + tr mod q
as the proxy signature. Finally MS sends
(r, s,K,N1, IDH , IDv) to VLR and computes a
session key C1 = nt2.

d. VLR verifies the signature by checking gs =
(vKK)h(N1||n2||IDv)rr mod p, if the equation
holds, then VLR computes C1 = rtv and l = N1.
Otherwise, VLR rejects the connection.
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Figure 2: The authentication process of Lee and Chang
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Figure 3: The improved authentication protocol

4) ith Off-Line Authentication: The same as original
protocol.

4.1.4 Performance Comparison

Table 1 is the performance comparison between original
protocol and our improved protocol. Though MS needs
one more calculation of public-key computation in our
protocol, the message flows are greatly reduced from six
to three in on-line authentication process. Besides, VLR
and MS generate the session key based on Diffie-Hellman
key exchange, which is secure under the decisional Diffie-
Hellman (DDH) assumption. So our scheme is more effi-
cient and secure.

4.2 An Example Based on Delegation by
Warrant

In 2008, Tang et al. [18] proposed a proxy signature
based on delegation by warrant by using an ECC system.
We now combine this proxy signature with the elliptic
curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA) and the el-
liptic curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) exchange to design a
really practical anonymous authentication protocol.

4.2.1 Description

Figure 4 is the protocol which is described as follows.

1) Initialization: Let F be a Galois field with an ellip-
tic curve E in it, and T be a point of E; (+) be a

point addition operator in E; mw be a warrant from
which IDM is not possible to be derived; Γ be pub-
lic information used by VLR to verify MS; Π() be a
point representation function from E to Zp; (x, Y )
be a private/public key pair of HLR, with x ∈ Zp
and Y = xT ; (xv, yv) be an ECDSA private/public
key pair of VLR; h() be a secure hash function.

2) Delegation: HLR generates a pseudonym IDMA =
h(IDM ) for MS, selects a random number k and
computes Γ = (h(IDMA||mw)T )(+)(kT ) and σ =
−xh(Π(Γ)) − k. Then HLR puts (Γ, IDMA,mw)
in public, but delivers (σ,mw) to MS secretly and
securely. MS accepts the proxy signing key σ if
h(IDMA||mw)T = (σT )(+)(h(Π(Γ))Y )(+)Γ.

3) Authentication:

a. MS sends IDMA to VLR.

b. VLR selects a random number kv, computes a
ECDSA signature σv on kvT ||IDv and sends
(kvT, σv, IDv) to MS.

c. MS verifies σv, selects random numbers k and
N , then computes R = kT and s = σ −
kh(Π(R)||N) as the proxy signature. Finally
MS sends (mw, R, s,N, IDH) to VLR and com-
putes session key C1 = k(kvT ).

d. VLR checks if (sT ) (+) Γ (+) (h(Π(Γ))Y )
(+) (h(Π(R)||N)R) = h(IDMA||mw)T . If the
equation holds, it then computes C1 = kvR as
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Table 1: Performance comparison between two protocols

On/Off Number of Number of Number of secret-key Number of public-key
Schemes Line parties rounds computation in MS computation in MS

Lee and Chang’s On-line 3 6 1 1
protocol Off-line 2 1 n 0

Our improved On-line 2 3 1 2
protocol Off-line 2 1 n 0

Figure 4: The protocol based on delegation by warrant

the session key. Otherwise it rejects the connec-
tion.

4.2.2 Comparison with the Scheme Based on
Group Signature

In our scheme, MS does not send IDM in plain text but
a pseudonym instead. Anyone else including VLR can-
not get IDM . Unfortunately the pseudonym is generated
by HLR, so MS cannot change it at will and can be eas-
ily traced. On the contrary, the protocol based on group
signature in [24] can get strong unlinkability because the
pseudonym is given by MS itself and can be changed arbi-
trarily. Though the unlinkability is weaker, our protocol
is more efficient. Only 3.25 ECSM public key operations
are needed by MS in our protocol, but 8.75 ECSM plus
3 Pairing operations are needed in [24]. Table 2 is the
comparison between them. By using Table 3 from [24],
we compare their computation delay in Figure 5, from
which we can see that, our protocol needs only one fourth
computation delay in [24].

5 Analysis

5.1 Security

In this section, we analyze our proposed scheme in terms
of security.

Table 2: Comparison between [24] and our protocol

Public-key computation
Schemes Unlinkability in MS

[24] Strong 8.75ECSM+3Pairing
Our protocol Weak 3.25ECSM

Table 3: Timings on 200MHz processor

ECSM Pairing
Time(ms) 23 38
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Figure 5: Computation delay in a 200MHz MS

1) Server authentication: In our scheme, MS is sure of
the ID of VLR by verifying the signature of VLR.

2) Subscriber validation: MS signs a message on behalf
of HLR; VLR verifies it to ensure that MS gets the
delegation of HLR and is a valid user.

3) Key establishment: MS and VLR establish a com-
mon session key by Diffie-Hellman (DH) key ex-
change, which cannot be derived by anyone else in-
cluding HLR.

4) User Anonymity: Besides the user and HLR, anyone
else even VLR cannot tell the real identity of MS;

5) Resistance to man-in-the-middle attack: In our sec-
ond example, an attacker cannot establish a fake
Man-in-the-middle session key between MS and VLR
because it is impossible for the adversary to get
knowledge of the secret key kv or k. The proposed
protocol therefore resists the man-in-the-middle at-
tack.

6) Non-repudiation: In our first example, MS will trans-
mit hn−i+1(n1) to VLR at the offline authentica-
tion phase. The hn−i+1(n1) is a proof that MS
requested VLR’s service. Since it’s based on hash
chain irreversible characteristic, although VLR has
the hni+2(n1), which is received from previous com-
munication, it still cannot generate the hn−i+1(n1)
by itself.

5.2 Practicability

In wireless roaming networks such as Cellular Networks,
users often roam frequently. When users roam from
one visited network to another, re-authentication is in-
evitable. Too much authentication time will affect the
quality of service (QoS), especially in real-time interper-
sonal communications. Our scheme needs fewer message
flows and less computation delay than traditional schemes
and the scheme based on group signature respectively. Of
course its unlinkability is weaker, which makes it not very
satisfactory. But as an option, users can choose it if the

bandwidth is not good or their mobile stations are not
very powerful.

5.3 Disadvantages

Although our scheme is efficient in real-time interpersonal
communications, it still has some disadvantages which
may affect its application.

Weaker unlinkability is the first disadvantage which has
been discussed above.

The second weakness of our scheme is its complex
billing mechanism which is common in two-party proto-
cols without involving HLR. One practical solution is the
so-called ”D-Coin” billing mechanism which employs the
hash-chain technique. This has been discussed and solved
in [27].

6 Conclusions

This paper introduces a new kind of delegation-based
scheme involving only two parties. It is not only more
secure and efficient than these schemes involving three
parties, but also more efficient than the scheme based on
group signature. Though its unlinkability is weaker, its
high efficiency makes it more practical in power-limited
and band-limited wireless roaming networks.
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